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Billionaires
Putting on weight each year
The chart (Fig.1 ) shows the scatter of the

Overall inequality

billionaires' net worth as percent of GDP The distribution of billionaires' wealth provides
(gross domestic product) (y-axis), as a one more instance of the overall inequality
pattern that has been
function
of
the
identified for the
country's GDP per
distribution
of
capita (x-axis). The
incomes.
201 4 world billionaires
are a set of 1 ,645
1. As expected, the
individuals, owning net
bigger the economy,
assets worth of USD
the wealthier its
6,446 billion or 8.7%
billionaires (Table 1 ).
of the the world's total
The United States,
output.
Their
Russia,
Germany,
distribution is uneven.
China, France, Brazil,
Net worth weighs
India, Italy, and United
between 0.7% of the
Kingdom appear in
country GDP for
the top 1 0. Billionaires'
Romania, and 1 56.5% Fig.1: Scatter chart of billionaire wealth as percent of their wealth is strongly
for St. Kitts and Nevis. home country GDP, as a function of GDP per capita.
correlated with the
It is visible that the
size of the country's
mass of data points is concentrated close to
economy (r = 0.91 ), 84% of its variation
the x-axis — indeed, fifty percent of
being explained by the GDP variation
billionaires' wealth weighs less than 7% of
(R² = 0.84). In lay terms, when the cake
GDP, although the billionaire citizens of St.
is large, billionaires indulge in cutting a
Kitts And Nevis, Swaziland, Cyprus, Guernsey,
big share for themselves.
Monaco, and Hong Kong hold assets that are
2. However, it would be naive to think that
worth more than 50% of their home country
affluent economies, i.e. those with high
GDP. Billionaires are citizens of both destitute
GDP per capita indexes, are associated
and affluent countries, as measured by GDP
with a stronger billionaire's presence. It
per capita. A subset of 42 countries, with GDP
may happen: Monaco, Norway or
per capita below the USD 27,000 average (of
Switzerland enjoy very high GDP per
the current set of countries) are crowded at the
capita and can boast a sizable sample
bottom left corner, while 1 7 rich economies,
of billionaires. But that is by no means
claiming a GDP per capita one and a half to
the rule. In fact, there is practically no
two times the average, form another cloud to
association of the billionaires' net worth
the right, and 4 very rich countries, three to six
as percent of GDP to the GDP per
times the average GDP per capita, appear
capita (correlation coefficient r = 0.11 ).
farther right.
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Many impecunious economies harbor
huge private fortunes: Vietnam, Nepal,
Tanzania or Uganda have minuscule
GDP per capita, far below the listed
countries median (USD 1 8,557) or even
below the world average GDP per
capita (USD 1 0,31 4). In this group of
countries one can find, on the one
hand, nations living on a GDP per
capita of less than USD 1 ,000, and on
the other hand billionaires with fortunes
worth 900 thousand to 1 9 million times
as much. That says everything there is
to say about the unequal distribution of
wealth.
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wealth of USD 2,31 8 billion, bigger than the
economy of Brazil. With more than 1 00
billionaires, we find also the so-called
"communist" China (1 52), and the former
proletarian socialist Russia (111 ). Interestingly,
although China's GDP is four times bigger
than Russia's, Russian billionaires succeed in
gathering a collective fortune 1 3% bigger than
China's, proving that the rip-off of former
Soviet state-owned industries has been more
beneficial to private interests than the
unbridled state-capitalism road taken by the
communist China — weird developments
undreamed of by orthodox marxist-leninist
ideologists.

◙

Ubiquitous species

The United States is the country with the most
billionaires, 492 of them, representing a total

The net worth of world billionaires as percent

Some highlights
1. Billionaires succeed in grabbing a

of the gross world product (GWP) has been on
a fast ride since 1 996, as highlighted by the
larger share of the world wealth (Table
trend (dotted regression line) for the period
2). The relative weight of billionaire net
1 996-201 4 (Fig.2).
worth follows an upward
To make sense of
path from 3.5% in 1 996
the
comparison,
to 8.7% in 201 4,
consider that in
corresponding to an
1 996 the net worth
annual average growth
of
the
world
rate of 5.3% —
billionaires equaled
considerably faster than
the output of the
the
3.1 %
annual
whole world's work
average growth of real
during 9 days. In
GWP. This differential
201 4 the whole
means that billionaires
world
should
have been deflecting to
contribute with 23
their balance sheets a
days, slightly more Fig.2: Billionaires' wealth as percent of Gross World
growing share of the
than one month of Product, 19962014.
world's full output —
work, in order to generate the output
indeed their cut increases annually 2.2
equivalent to the current billionaire net worth.
percent points faster than the world
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product, crises or no crises. The
upwards trend is clearly illustrated by
the dotted regression line.
2. Billionaires form quite an exclusive club.
A group of 1 ,645 people or 0.000023%
(23 per hundred million) of the 7.1 62
billion world population own 8.7% of the
world's annual output. They only
numbered 423 or 7 per hundred million
in 1 996, which means that the club
membership has been growing at an
average rate of 7.84% per year,
doubling in a bit more than 9 years.
This is a clue suggesting that the
billionaire predator species is
prospering fast on the back of the rest
of the world.
3. The club includes some heavyweights
and
numerous
comparatively
"lightweights". The average fortune is
3.7 billion real USD, but 50% of the
members have assets below the
median 2.1 billion. The top 5% own
30% of the total net worth, thus
reproducing to some extent within the
clan the inequality pattern of which they
reap the benefits in the world at large.
4. Crises exist indeed, but they are an
affliction for common people. For
billionaires, they are a mere flash in the
pan, if not an effective lever to push
their fortunes further up. Both the 2001
dot.com burst and the 2008 global
financial meltdown have been quickly
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overturned. From 2008 to 2009 the
billionaires' total net worth plunged -2.1
billion or -46% real dollars, but from
2009 to 201 4 it grew again by 3.6 billion
or 1 49%, adjusting back to its happy
trend.
Economic crisis: poison for some,
booster for others

In the months after the 2008 crisis, world
leaders, all categories taken together, ordered
from their speech-writers streams of rhetoric
about the many-layered initiatives they
committed to take in order to foster "economic
growth, employment, and poverty reduction"
(First G20 Summit Declaration On Financial
Markets And The World Economy, November
1 5, 2008.) Since then, world leadership has
displayed an array of repetitious statements
containing announcements of numerous
"Action Plans" to be implemented thereafter,
treasures of wishful thinking about the hoped
for outcomes, and lukewarm selfcongratulations for the mediocre results
obtained. Reality flies in the teeth of G20
promises: fair income distribution has shifted
into reverse gear, employment has crashed,
probity has evaporated, and "austerity
programs" are breeding more indigents. The
only bright spot in the midst of such darkness
is the boosted prosperity of the billionaire
species — billionaires definitely know how to
act on the levers of wealth sharing, even,
maybe especially, when the world economy
goes berserk.

◙
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Table 1: 2014
Billionaire net worth
as percent of gross
domestic product
(GDP) by nation.
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Table 2: Billionaire net worth as percent of gross world product (GWP), 1996  2014.
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